Teamwork and memory training on bike
Memory Bike Simulator

Two participants, each on a bicycle to work together as a team. The mouse control is done by the cadence. A driver responsible for the horizontal axis, the other being responsible for the vertical axis. If the cursor / marker is on the desired image, then both participants simultaneously press a button (or the handbrake) so that this will be revealed.

Participants must therefore still able to communicate despite effort. The goal is, as in normal memory, the eight images reveal matching pairs as quickly as possible. After the last couple stops the running clock.

A competition against other teams is possible.

Ideal for children.

Your logo can be integrated into the software.

The cards can e.g. demonstrate their products.

Space approx. 2x3 m; 230V/110V/16A; incl. Logo inclusion; card sets 8 couples (e.g. their products)
All prices are quoted net in euro without the applicable VAT. 
Delivery: approx. 2 months depending on package